
The 2010 Golden Globes: America’s Entertainment Movers &  

Shakers Get Diplomatically Coercive Over Discovering  

Dogville’s Hosting the Evil-ympics 
   

In total, the Golden Globes lasted five hours.  NBC broadcast, and CTV aired 
in real time, the hour-long red carpet, followed by the three-hour main event.  
And NBC then added sixty minutes of post-award show interviews and 
commentary.    
   
During this protracted period of time both sides of the historic conflict 
between democracy, rule of law and human rights and its opposite – 
imperialistic authoritarianism – had full opportunity to articulate their 
positions once again.  The difference this time: the authorship of the treatise 
chapter documenting how Satan’s presence was incorporated into the 
Vancouver Winter Olympics – now labeled Dogville’s ‘Evil-ympics – by the 
Chinada High Command.   
 

 

 

Each and every American award show since early 2008 has been geo-

politicized.  The Golden Globes is no exception, beginning its contributions to 

advancing the coalition’s agenda in 2009.   All of these formal occasions 

provide partners the opportunity to meet face-to-face before, during and 

after to discuss what is paramount to them professionally and personally.  

Publicly this year it was the earthquake in Haiti; and in that ‘limited 

transparency’ environment called the East-West Corridor of Diplomacy the 

conflict with imperialistic Chinada.  



The red carpet became a platform for underscoring the entertainment 

industry’s commitment to see through to achievement all stated objectives.  

As the celebrities of television and film walked the gauntlet of paparazzi, 

fans and television crews seeking interviews, several partners used their 

couple minutes to coalition advantage.     

   

Co-host of ‘Access Hollywood’ and Geo Award recipient Billy Bush, was the 

very first to employ the lexicon; employing Clooney Maneuver as he spoke 

to Jeff Bridges and wife, timing it to “survive the walk”; publicly referring to 

the red carpet and the heavy rain and geo-politically complimenting the 

Canadian lawyer for making it through twenty-plus years of torturous hell.   

  

  

 



Courteney Cox Arquette and husband were next; she the executive director 

of the geo-politicized television series Dirt and who chose a Diaz Maneuver 

to signal her Canadian representative and reminding the malfeasant of her 

role and continued support and contributions.   

  

  

     

Colin Firth, who used the broadcast to announce his coalition membership, 

employed a Bush Maneuver timed to “a man with that much vision and 

imagination it’s hard to bet against that – all that, really”, serviced the 

Canadian lawyer’s international persona and drew attention to the 

undefeatability of the global coalition of dozens of governments, now several 

hundred large and medium size corporations, many of the world’s most 

uber-wealthy and a galvanized entertainment community; all of whom are 

livid at their trepidations and intentions not getting any traction in Canada’s 

halls of power and wealth.  

  



  

 

Harrison Ford and Calista Flockhart were interviewed and the latter 

employed the lexicon twice, first when the former was asked by Billy about 

reading something in the Wall Street Journal - a reference to the Fiefdom 

treatise; and second to the mention of his new film: “You have 

‘Extraordinary Measures” right now”; which drew attention to the kinds of 

strategies and tactics coalition partners have been compelled to work on 

collaborative to achieve stated objectives; which while unpalatable are 

critical given the Chinada High Command refuses to both abandon its 

posture and halt domestically and internationally unlawful practices as 

observed being inflicted on the Canadian lawyer every hour of every waking 

day and occasionally while sleeping to terrorize, torture and torment him.   

 



  

 

   

When Sir Paul McCartney was interviewed his previously arranged 

contribution was executed: a member of his entourage employed the lexicon 

immediately behind him – a Zeta-Jones Maneuver.   

  



   

   

The prison certainty attired Penelope Cruz was with Hollywood heavyweight 

Harvey Weinstein when interviewed.  As Mr. W. stated “I’m just going to 

give a shout-out to my daughter…”, she executed a combination Maria 

(marriage) – Clooney Maneuver.    

 

 

 



Julia Roberts and Tom Hanks, both Geo Award nominated, were interviewed 

jointly.  She joked about NBC’s controversies involving the network’s late 

night talk shows and geo-politicized the topic – drawing attention to the 

predicament the Chinada complicit and loyal are in: “NBC, you’re in the toilet 

right now. [Diaz M.] There’s problems”.  

   

   

 

   

   

Colin Farrell, who announced he’d joined the coalition on July 24, 2006, used 

the red carpet and later his role as award announcer to best advantage.  His 

triple Pacino-Zeta-Jones Maneuver was timed to a description of what it was 

like filming one day “it was panic stations; we interrupted a Toby Keith 

concert; there were 12 thousand people there”.  He underscored the 

coalition’s high state of alert and sought to trigger that same feeling in those 



on the other side of the ideological divide who aren’t thick skinned and are 

looking for an opportunity to mitigate culpability exposure in the ‘new 

Canada’.  

   

  

   

Tina Fey, a former ‘Saturday Night Live’ cast member that Lorne Michaels 

called in during the second half of 2008 to parody then vice-presidential 

candidate Sarah Palin, used her few moments in the East-West diplomatic 

corridor to service the Canadian lawyer’s international persona; employing a 

Clooney Maneuver to “amazing” when describing female nominees in the 

comedy category.  

 

   



When Nicole Kidman took the stage, the set's embedded coalition identifying 

prison certainty combined with condemnation and her geo-persona - 

Dogville consequences:  

  

  

 



The first to take the award winning stage, and who announced his coalition 

membership, was Michael C. Hall, stating with the use of a ‘gun to the 

temple’ Richie-Santelli Maneuver “It’s really a helluva thing to go to work at 

a place where everybody gives a damn and that’s definitely the case with 

[my television] ‘Dexter’”.   In other words, everyone in the entertainment 

industry cares deeply about the threat of a growing, stronger Chinada and 

trusts coalition leaders will challenge that evolution.    

  

  

   

When event host Rickie Gervais took the podium again to crack a few jokes, 

the full measure of the embedded lexiconic constituents for identifying the 

coalition and prison certainty were evident.  

 

 



He leveled one at his U.K. colleague.  He drew the audience’s attention to Sir 

Paul’s matrimonial troubles, directing their minds to the previous year’s 

$48.7 million divorce settlement.  Seeing the camera pointed at him as the 

joke’s geo-political ramifications became obvious, the Knight of the British 

Empire executed a Federer Maneuver to trigger within the partnership and 

their nemeses the recollection of the intention to seize assets to halt the 

military posture, terminate Article 7 violations and to bring reform and 

accountability to Canada.   

   

We came over on the same plane, but I didn’t get a chance to speak to 
him ‘cause I was in the front in First Class and he was in coach, saving 
money.  He spent an awful lot last year. [F.M.]  

   

 

   

Servicing the Canadian lawyer’s international persona, in this instance, 

articulating gratitude for his years helping to protect the U.S. way of life, 

award recipient T Bone Burnett stated as he executed a Diaz followed by two 

Clooney Maneuvers “I’d like to thank everybody’s agent; and especially Jeff 

Bridges”.  

   

   



  

   

Colin Farrell took the stage to present an award, cracked a joke and added a 

‘gun to the temple’ Richie-Santelli Maneuver; having been advised what 

Thomson’s television executives did after his geo-politicized red carpet 

appearance: “I heard Rickie was gonna – I had specifically asked [for him] 

to introduce me and I though “Oh balls” [R-S M.]”.  

   

  

   

Scripted by executive producers and attendees with some involvement was 

what occurred when the winner of the Foreign Language Film was 

announced.  As the recipient delivered his speech, the camera was turned to 

the Governor of California, Arnold Schwarzenegger, who was sitting at the 

‘Avatar’ table.  Immediately behind him was the movie’s co-star Sigourney 



Weaver.  The quantum attired actress executed a triple Beckinsale-Clinton 

Maneuver to draw attention to the ‘Nazi‘ constituent of Canada’s paradigm of 

governance as has been done so often before.  

   

  

   

Mickey Rourke was an awards presenter.  He emerged from many years out 

of the industry spotlight to land on his award winning feet the previous year 

with the geo-politicized, but as yet undocumented film ‘The Wrestler’.  It 

contains many communiqués and at least four of them are lab monkey 

references.  He took the stage to remind everyone he’s a committed partner 

and agrees that prison is essential.  When he won for Best Actor in 2009 his 

acceptance speech was filled with the lexicon (Video). 

  

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAO8CAAfEDo


A highlight of the event was Martin Scorsese receiving the high honor Cecil 

B. DeMille award.  The Hollywood icon announced his coalition membership 

on February 6, 2007.  As was the case the year previous when coalition 

partner Steven Spielberg received the same award*, the occasion was 

heavily geo-politicized.  As the supplemental documenting the event attests, 

Martin employed the lexicon then* and he did again a year later when it was 

his turn to be inducted into this most exclusive club of historic directors.  He 

chose to high profile the impoverishment of the Chinada complicit and loyal 

– the seizure of assets in the public, quasi-public and private sectors who 

procured, perpetuated and protected unlawful and immoral interests and 

especially so in the face of protracted internationally condemnation.  

   

[dbl-h O-S M.] Without this generosity [for film preservation] the film 
community would be poorer indeed.  

   

  

 

Martin also scripted his remarks to include that which he knew would draw 

everyone’s appreciation - adding the coalition’s darling Taylor Swift and 

juxtaposing it with a coalition identifier.  As was reported:  



Scorsese, whose previously won two Globes for "The Departed" and 
"Gangs of New York", says the win is enhanced by receiving it from 
"two great actors, two great friends and two great collaborators" who 
he's done "12 pictures and about 67 award ceremonies with".     

 
Source: AFP  

   

The disgraced Mel Gibson took the stage to present an award and again 

executive producers and attendees with some involvement in preparing the 

show arranged to turn his personal tragedy into something of value to 

advance coalition interests and objectives.   

   

Mel Gibson's anti-Semitic remarks cited in official police report  
by Jeremiah Marquez  
Associated Press  
July 31, 2006   
   
An official police report on Mel Gibson's arrest on drunken driving 

charges substantiates claims that he made anti-Semitic remarks and 
threatened a deputy, a law enforcement official said Monday.    

   

His anti-Semitism was recast in a 2010 coalition-Chinada context for the 

purpose of again turning the Golden Globe stage into a vehicle to high profile 

everything ‘Nazi-‘ about Canada’s non-transparent system of governance.   

The award he was arranged to present included nominee the Quentin 

Tarantino and his film starring Brad Pitt about a band of Jews killing Nazis.  

This initiative aggressively labeled everyone linked to and protecting the 

Chinada agenda as akin to Third Reich ilk.  

   

I’m here to talk about [Brown M.] ‘Inglorious Bastards; or, as actors 
call them: directors.  And here are the nominees: For ‘The Hurt 
Locker’, [X]…  

http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5gj2HuDN3WjGb-dQMQf_loKKL9nkQ


 

   

The lexiconic gesture is named after British Prime Minister Gordon Brown 

and reflective of Napoleon’s famous pose.  

  

  

   



The use of the Brown Maneuver red flags the description of Chinada 

malfeasant, it becomes protracted long enough to include what’s going on in 

the left portion of the split screen superimposed by the director – an 

explosion in a Iraq war context.  This added coercive diplomacy to 

underscore the use of lethal force to achieve stated objectives and especially 

to ensure the appropriate kind of international justice is delivered to the 

belligerent and enthusiastically evil imperialists.   

  

  

 



Coalition partner Reese Witherspoon took the stage and effected a Diaz 

Maneuver to “Let’s take another look at the five nominated films”, directing 

the audience’s mind to the Canadian lawyer’s ratified damages.  

  

  

   

The Governor of California (the Terminator Maneuver is named after him) 

took the stage to introduce ‘Avatar’, since the director James Cameron was 

the genius behind the films the state’s leader appeared in.  The Austrian 

bodybuilder cum politician leading the fifth largest economy in the world 

geo-politicized his remarks:   

   

We have done three movies together and also because FOX and I 
made a deal that half of the gross receipts [for ‘Avatar’] are going 
straight to the state budget [audience laughter] and [Bl.M.] of course 

the other half goes right to James Cameron. [O-S M.]    

   



  

 

 

This was another reference to the Canadian lawyer’s historic damages; and 

coming from a coalition partner who recently delivered the same message to 

British Columbia’s constitutionally delegitimized Premier when they appeared 

for a photo-op at the Copenhagen climate change summit in early December 

’09.   The fact the moment was geo-politicized didn’t stop the picture from 

being proudly displayed on the provincial government website – another 



instance how deluded, in denial, out of touch and arrogant Canada’s rich and 

powerful have been and continue to be.  

   

  

 
 [prison certainty (chain link fence), quantum] 

 

 

 

   



Robert Downey Jr., whose 2008 film ‘Iron Man’ was slightly geo-politicized* 

took the geo-hot stage to receive his award and delivered an industry 

humorous but geo-politically serious acceptance speech:  

   

Certainly I’m not going to thank Warner Brothers, [X] [Eva M.; Brooke 
M.] and, my God, [X].  These guys needed me.  Avatar is going to 
take these guys to the cleaners. If they didn’t have me they didn’t 
have a shot.  What am I gonna do?  Thank [X], the guy who restarted 

my career 12 times.   

   

 

 



It includes a scene in which his character is dancing with his executive 

assistant, played by Gwyneth Paltrow, who quizzes her about the extent of 

her knowledge about him, in this instance his social security number:    

 

Pepper Potts:  A week, really? What's your social security number?  
 
Tony Stark:  Five...  
 
Pepper' Potts:  [smiling] "Five?" You're missing just a couple of digits.  

 
Tony Stark:  Right, the other eight. Well, I have you for the other 

eight.    
 
Source: imdb.com  
 

   

His remarks are as much diplomatically coercive viz. lethal force and 

impoverishment as they sought to service the Canadian lawyer’s 

international persona as it relates to (i) how essential he is to advancing the 

coalition’s agenda in Canada and (ii) how much gratitude there is in the 

industry for what he’s done; including the last six months of transcribing, 

documenting and archiving Hollywood’s contributions to the war effort.   

   

When James Cameron’s ‘Avatar’ won the award he wasted no time 

expressing the collective sentiment in a room and amongst an at-home 

audience full of outraged partners who’d just been apprised of the lab 

monkey bragging advertisement.   The director, who’d just appeared on a 

geo-politicized and coercive diplomacy imbued ’60 Minutes’, swiftly delivered 

that angst and anger, employing an unapologetic ‘gun to the temple’ Richie-

Santelli Maneuver:  

   

[R-S M.] If you start the music it’s gonna be an ugly scene.  […] I just 
wanna tell you kinda how I feel right now.  This is such an exciting 

evening and walking in through here; walking in with all you great, 
creative, amazing people. I look around this room and I see the faces 
of the people that I respect; that I’ve admired for years.  Some of you 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0371746/quotes


I know and many of you I’d love to have the opportunity to work with.  
And I just think  this [Bl.M.] is the best job in the world.  You know… 
[audience applause] it just really is. I just want you to give it up for 
yourselves.  This is -- we all have the best job in the world [Bernanke 

M.]. And what we do is we make entertainment for a global audience 
[Sigorney: B-C M.].  And that’s what the Golden Globes means. […]  
[O-S M.] Avatar asks us to see that everything is connected; all 
human beings to each other and to the Earth.  
 

 

 

 



 

   

The last geo-word went to Harrison Ford, who appeared for an interview 

immediately after the conclusion of the event.  The tone of the hour-long 

after party broadcast was cast by him.  The Brown Maneuver, followed by a 

Pfeiffer Maneuver were executed while discussing the Haitian disaster; 

drawing a profoundly visual parallel to what the country’s residents are 

experiencing and the kind of carnage, loss, deprivation and threat to life and 

limb the coalition is going to have to inflict in order to protect its interests on 

the continent and around the world.  

     

   

 



 

   

American two primary entertainment news programs, and who’ve been 

coalition partners since early 2006, did their part to advance what is 

precious and fragile.  ‘Entertainment Tonight’ co-host Mary Hart chose 

coalition identifying Canadian prison certainty (outfit & set design) and the 

interview room China.   

    

  



 

   

The program’s fashion expert, Cojo, serviced to the Canadian lawyer’s 

international persona, using an Olmert-Spielberg Maneuver to red flag this 

on Mary’s cue:   

   

Mary: But there will be casualties [on the red carpet]?   

 
Cojo: I’m gonna start with the best and brightest [protracted O-

S M.], the few the proud.  The fashionistas that went the 

distance.    
  

 



‘Access Hollywood’ arranged their interview room to include the color of 

Chinada; combining Maria’s outfit with yellow and white pillows.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This archive entry documenting the Golden Globe's second year advancing 

coalition interests and objectives ends with geo-fashion statements on the 

red carpet.  These constitute Photographic Diplomacy at its most 

concentrated; with virtually every moment an eye-full of determination 

to advance democracy’s success in the 21st century.  

   



 

  
Nicole Kidman 

[Presidential quantum, Dogville punishment theme] 



   

  
Fergie 

[justice, prison certainty] 
  



 

  
Sandra Bullock 

[justice] 
  



 

   

Leona Lewis 
[justice] 



 

   
Heidi Klum w/ Seal 

[justice, prison certainty] 

  



 

   
Jane Krakowsi 

[justice] 
   



 

   
Tea Leoni w/ David Duchovney 

[justice] 

  



 

   

Chloe Sevigny 
[justice] 



   

   
Calista Flockhart w/ Harrison Ford 

[prison certainty] 



 

  
Christina Aguilera 

[prison certainty, condemnation] 

  



 

  

Tina Fey 
[prison certainty] 



  

  
Penelope Cruz 

[prison certainty] 

  



 

  
Halle Berry 

[prison certainty (chain link fence)] 

  



 

   
Emily Blunt 

[prison certainty, condemnation] 
  



 

  
Jennifer Garner 

[prison certainty] 
  



 

  

Sigorney Weaver 
[quantum] 



 

  
  

Gabourey Sidibe 
[quantum, institutionalized racism theme] 



  

  
Lauren Graham 
[condemnation] 



  

   
Maria Menounos 

[Chinada] 


